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Introduction
Introduction: Clinical or wound image is an important tool for assessing and evidencing rates of healing, capturing therapeutic efficiency. While in the past there were no unified approach for taking, printing and storage of image. So we explore if a nursing reference could be made, giving guidance to nursing staff to ensure that image taking is in a safe and confidential means, and enhance the communication among different parties.

Objectives
Objectives: 1 Record of clinical condition. 2 Improve communication between Healthcare Professionals. 3 As part of management for clinical progress.

Methodology
Methodology (4Cs): 1 Condition: take clinical photos if necessary, wound with Grade III or above/ newly developed wound/ special clinical condition. 2 Consent: obtained before taking clinical image. 3 Use a disposable paper ruler to show the clinical size. 4 Patient's name and hospital number should be shown 5 Electronic "Clinical/Wound Image Record Form"(Template is available in all M&G ward) is being used for printing image. 6 Confidential: delete digital copy from camera once images are printed out. 7 Communication: proper filing for doctor's assessment.

Result
Evaluation: 1 Nursing audit for wound image was performed and the compliance rate is satisfactory (88%). 2 Survey was done to collect feedback from frontline staff which reflects such project is effective and satisfactory. 90% of nurses agree the project can effectively improve communication between healthcare professionals and 80% of nurses are satisfied with the electronic "Clinical/Wound Image Record Form". Conclusion: The Clinical/Wound Image Project has effectively improved communication between Healthcare Professionals and recording clinical condition.